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	Learn idiomatic, efficient, clean, and extensible Go design and concurrency patterns by using TDD


	About This Book

	
		A highly practical guide filled with numerous examples unleashing the power of design patterns with Go.
	
		Discover an introduction of the CSP concurrency model by explaining GoRoutines and channels.
	
		Get a full explanation, including comprehensive text and examples, of all known GoF design patterns in Go.



	Who This Book Is For


	The target audience is both beginner- and advanced-level developers in the Go programming language. No knowledge of design patterns is expected.


	What You Will Learn

	
		All basic syntax and tools needed to start coding in Go
	
		Encapsulate the creation of complex objects in an idiomatic way in Go
	
		Create unique instances that cannot be duplicated within a program
	
		Understand the importance of object encapsulation to provide clarity and maintainability
	
		Prepare cost-effective actions so that different parts of the program aren t affected by expensive tasks
	
		Deal with channels and GoRoutines within the Go context to build concurrent application in Go in an idiomatic way



	In Detail


	Go is a multi-paradigm programming language that has built-in facilities to create concurrent applications. Design patterns allow developers to efficiently address common problems faced during developing applications.


	Go Design Patterns will provide readers with a reference point to software design patterns and CSP concurrency design patterns to help them build applications in a more idiomatic, robust, and convenient way in Go.


	The book starts with a brief introduction to Go programming essentials and quickly moves on to explain the idea behind the creation of design patterns and how they appeared in the 90 s as a common "language" between developers to solve common tasks in object-oriented programming languages. You will then learn how to apply the 23 Gang of Four (GoF) design patterns in Go and also learn about CSP concurrency patterns, the "killer feature" in Go that has helped Google develop software to maintain thousands of servers.


	With all of this the book will enable you to understand and apply design patterns in an idiomatic way that will produce concise, readable, and maintainable software.


	Style and approach


	This book will teach widely used design patterns and best practices with Go in a step-by-step manner. The code will have detailed examples, to allow programmers to apply design patterns in their day-to-day coding.
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Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe® InDesign® CS6, a powerful design and production application

	that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional

	graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color

	documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a range of...
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Exploring Everyday Things with R and Ruby: Learning About Everyday ThingsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re curious about how things work, this fun and intriguing guide will help you find real answers to everyday problems. By using fundamental math and doing simple programming with the Ruby and R languages, you’ll learn how to model a problem and work toward a solution.

	
		All you need is a basic...
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Frommer's JamaicaFrommers, 2010

	If you’ve decided that Jamaica sounds like the perfect place to relax, feel free to start unwinding right now, ecause we’ve done all the legwork for you. Below you’ll find carefully compiled lists of the best that Jamaica has to offer, from beaches and dive sites to resorts, restaurants, and sight-seeing—and nearly...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows C# developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your own...
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Pro Spatial with SQL Server 2012Apress, 2012

	Microsoft SQL Server implements extensive support for location-based data. Pro Spatial with SQL Server 2012 introduces SQL Server’s spatial feature set, and covers everything you'll need to know to store, manipulate, and analyze information about the physical location of objects in space. You’ll learn about the...
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